
Impersonation Caution Notice - INVESTOR ALERT

We wish to draw your attention to a matter of utmost importance. Certain unidentified individuals

with dubious intentions are attempting to deceive the public by falsely representing themselves as

part of the INDmoney Group. They are illicitly using our logo, company name, etc., across various

social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Telegram and websites. These

individuals are engaged in misleading the public by promoting fraudulent financial and investment

schemes and soliciting funds.

It has come to our attention that these unknown individuals have established fraudulent accounts.

They have uploaded forged and fabricated documents with the intention of deceiving the general

public and enticing them to invest money with the promise of attractive returns.

Please be aware that this constitutes a wholly fraudulent activity. By employing INDmoney's logo

and company name, these individuals aim to mislead the public into parting with their hard-earned

money under the guise of promising attractive returns. One common tactic is to showcase appealing

returns in their online posts, attract the public's attention, and subsequently communicate

individually to facilitate the transfer of funds to specified bank accounts through online channels,

including UPI methods. We emphasize that investors should refrain from engaging with such

fraudulent online accounts and avoid remitting or transferring money to personal accounts

associated with these schemes. Investors are strongly advised to report such frauds to local law

enforcement or cybercrime authorities immediately.

We bear no responsibility for any losses incurred by the public due to transactions made with these

unknown individuals and agencies making false claims.

Refer following links for the INDmoney’s social media presence:

1. YouTube- https://www.youtube.com/@INDmoney
2. Instagram-https://www.instagram.com/indmoneyapp/
3. Facebook-https://www.facebook.com/indmoney/
4. Twitter-https://twitter.com/INDmoneyApp
5. LinkedIn-https://www.linkedin.com/company/indmoney
6. Whatsapp- https://whatsapp.com/channel/0029VaDZ1NNDjiOWs9WfYa2E
7. Telegram-https://t.me/s/indmoneyofficial
8. Threads-https://www.threads.net/@indmoneyapp
9. Quora-https://www.quora.com/profile/INDmoney-3
10. Reddit-https://www.reddit.com/user/INDmoneyApp

We appreciate your vigilance and cooperation in this matter.
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